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being in theory devoted to the subsidy of agriculture and in
practice going very largely into the hands of the great landowners
—the notorious Help for the East (Osthilfe)—the prices of food-
stuffs in the interest of the said landowners were rising as a result
of tariffs. The landed interests were clamouring for autarchy,, that
is, the cessation of imports. It was true it was only agricultural
imports at the moment, but phrases like "autarchic existence"
had their appeal and it was very doubtful how far even a student
of economics like the chancellor would be able to resist it. It is
true that remembering his textbooks he said plaintively that a
favourable trade balance was essential, but he also said—a little
later when the British attack on the gold standard had thrown
the German export trade into a confusion that the general height-
ening of tariffs was to complete: "If they will not take our
goods they cannot expect reparations." A sudden reversal of
trading policy such as would have plunged the working class into
complete distress was therefore not outside the bounds of possi-
bility. The distress already existing was making serious inroads
into the union funds and the offensive against wages had already
begun. Government spokesmen had proclaimed wages reductions
to be as inevitable as salaries reductions; they would have none
of the alternative solution, a reduction in hours, and the average
trade unionist was strongly suspicious of the determination with
which his leaders would fight if the wages offensive developed.
It was, therefore, in an atmosphere of gloom that the Socialist
party had held its conference in May. The view of the leader was
quite honestly expressed by both Mueller and his only rival at
the moment for leadership, Breitscheid. They did not defend the
government; that was hardly possible before a Socialist audience;
but they held that toleration of it was a sad necessity. It was
better to endure the evil that one knew than risk the unknown,
a Nationalist-National Socialist coalition. "We must keep Bruening
alive so long as he is determined to resist Fascism." The phrase
was a striking one and the eloquence of the speakers, particularly
Breitscheid's, carried the day in favour of the "policy of the lesser
evil/' The conference enthusiastically endorsed it and solemnly
recalled the errant nine to the duties of a disciplined party man.

